ALL CLASSES

*binder
loose leaf paper
dividers
pencil
blue/black pen

Give to first hour teacher:
Girls: box of Kleenex
Boys: disinfecting wipes

*FACS, Civics, IBCA, & Science binders may be shared with other classes.

Additional Supplies for the following classes

AP Human Geography – index cards
Biology – pencil colors
English – Binder dedicated to English, highlighters, dividers
Family and Consumer Science – paper towels
French/Spanish – index cards
Career Readiness – wireless composition book
Math/Physical Science – scientific calculator
Photography – jump drive at least 2GB
P.E. – navy blue gym suit w/name**
   Girls: combination lock for Locker
   □ **SHS PE suits may be purchased at school-$15/top and $15/bottom
   □ Boys may rent gym suits for the year for $15

Class Fees

The following fees will cover the cost of all other school supplies such as construction paper, folders, glue, erasers, index cards, red pens, computer ink, highlighters, journals, etc.

English (Eng I-Pre-AP, Eng. I, Gft. Eng I, Bus. Eng.) - $3
French/Spanish - $3
Career Readiness - $3
Science (Env. Sc., Phys. Sc.) - $3
Social Studies (Civ., AP Human Geo., Psych.) - $3
Speech - $3
PE - $3

SPECIAL CLASS FEES

Agriculture I - $25
Art - $30
Biology - $5
Engineering - $20
FACS - $30
Multimedia - $20
Photography $60
Talented Art - $20 (paid during class only)

OPTIONAL for the following classes:

Gifted Algebra I – scientific non-graphing calculator

Gifted English - 5 x 8 index cards, jump drive, alternate color pens for marking in books and grading

Gifted Geometry - scientific non-graphing calculator, compass for home use

Math – block eraser, non-collapsible ruler, pencil colors **Geometry – protractor

Spanish – block eraser, pack of dry erase markers for personal use

Students do not have to carry all supplies with them the first day of school. Lockers will be assigned during 5th hour.